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Two design paradigms for rotated detectors

Ø Induction paradigm

Ø Deduction paradigm
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Induction paradigm

1. For horizontal bounding box regression, the model mainly outputs four items for 

location and size: to match the four targets 

from the ground truth

2. Extending the above horizontal case, existing rotation detection models also use 

regression loss which simply involves an extra angle parameter

3. The overall regression loss for rotation detection is:

where 



Deduction paradigm

X. Yang, et al. "Rethinking Rotated Object Detection with Gaussian Wasserstein Distance Loss." In ICML 2021.



Ø General formula :

Ø Horizontal special case:

Wasserstein Distance



Ø General formula :

or

Ø Horizontal special case :

Kullback-Leibler Divergence



1. Specific expressions of KLD's main three terms:

High-Precision Detection （KLD>GWD>smooth L1）

where



2. Without loss of generality, we set 𝜃! = 0，then:

When 𝜃! ≠ 0, the gradient of the object offset (∆x and ∆y) will be dynamically adjusted

according to the 𝜃! for better optimization. In contrast, the gradient of the center point in

GWD and L2-norm are:

High-Precision Detection （KLD>GWD>smooth L1）



3. For ℎ" and 𝑤", we have

On the one hand, the optimization of the ℎ" and 𝑤" is affected by the ∆𝜃. When ∆𝜃 = 0:

which means that the smaller targeted height or width leads to heavier penalty on its

matching loss. This is desirable, as smaller height or width needs higher matching

precision.

High-Precision Detection （KLD>GWD>smooth L1）



4. For 𝜃:

On the other hand, the optimization of ∆𝜃 is also affected by ℎ" and 𝑤". When ℎ" =

ℎ!，𝑤" = 𝑤!:

This shows that the larger the aspect ratio of the object, the model will pay more

attention to the optimization of the angle. This is the main reason why the KLD-based

model has a huge advantage in high-precision detection as a slight angle error would

cause a serious accuracy drop for large aspect ratios objects.

High-Precision Detection （KLD>GWD>smooth L1）



L2 loss GWD KLD



Ø Obviously GWD and L2-norm are not scale-invariant .

Ø For two known Gaussian distributions ， and a full-rank

matrix𝐌 𝐌 ≠ 𝟎 , we have：

Ø We mark them as and ，then their KLD is calculated as follows:

Ø Therefore, KLD is actually affine invariance. When𝐌 = k𝐈, the scale invariance of KLD

has been proved.

Scale Invariance Comparison



Scale Invariance Comparison



Some Important Experiments

Ø After conducting high-precision detection experiments on 3 data sets and 2

detectors, we found that KLD almost beats the other two loss functions.



Some Important Experiments

Ø We conducted verification experiments on some more challenging datasets, such as

DOTA-v1.5 and DOTA-v2.0 (including many tiny objects less than 10 pixels). KLD still

performs best.



Some Important Experiments

Ø In the horizontal detection task (COCO dataset), KLD also maintains a similar level with

commonly used loss functions, such as GIoU.

Ø We conducted experiments on different variants of KLD on two datasets, and found that

the final performance was similar, eliminating the interference of asymmetry on the results.



Some Important Experiments

Ø Finally, in the SOTA experiment of DOTA-v1.0, we also achieved the highest

performance in the current published papers.
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